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From the desk of Head, South Asia.

Moloy Banerjee
Head, South Asia

"At Linde India, along with safety, customer focus is among our 
top priorities. Keeping our valued customers at the centre of all 
that we do, we have launched a customer experience program to 
help improve our people, processes and systems." 

Fascinating Gases Fascinating Gases

It gives me immense pleasure to be writing to you once again in this new edition of Fascinating Gases. At 

Linde India, we aim at driving efficiency into customer processes, reducing energy costs, safeguarding 

people and protecting the environment.

Over the last nine years, we have invested around INR 25 billion in assets and infrastructure in India, 

adding new production plants and growing footprint in Jamshedpur, Kalinganagar, Rourkela, Dehradun, 

Taloja, and Dahej. We also continue to invest in our existing facilities and improve process efficiency, 

reliability and service quality. 

Our continued focus on value selling through application technology is soaring to new heights with the 

recent inauguration of our state-of-the-art Technology Centre at Pune. This Technology Centre serves as a 

one-stop shop for our Application Sales team to work closely with our customers and develop new, 

customized solutions. I am proud to state that our Linde branded shielding gas range has been providing 

sustainable weld quality and cost improvement to the automobile industry on a continued basis.
 
Further, we continue to be market leaders in the healthcare segment in large metro cities, with a continued 

focus on Total Gas Management solutions. We are also extending medical gas footprint to tier-II cities and 

recently inaugurated a new facility equipped with the best-in-class medical gas manufacturing unit at 

Siliguri, West Bengal.

At Linde India, along with safety, customer focus is among our top priorities. Keeping our valued customers 

at the centre of all that we do, we have launched a customer experience program to help improve our 

people, processes and systems. This program would help us to provide you with a robust feedback 

mechanism and query resolution platform. In view of this, we have also recently undertaken an 

organizational refinement model that would place our focus more firmly on customers than ever before.  
 
My commitment is to stay focused on delivering a great customer experience and ensure Linde India 

remains one of the leading gases and engineering companies in India, with one of the most comprehensive 

product portfolios and largest direct sales and distribution networks across the nation.

Thank You

Best Regards,

Moloy Banerjee
Head, South Asia
Linde Gases Division

From the desk of Head, South Asia 
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Inauguration ceremony of
Linde India Technology Centre.
Demonstrating our solutions for the automotive industry.

On 23 April 2015, Linde India inaugurated its Technology Centre was attended by over 150 

long envisioned Technology Centre at Pune. customers across the length and breadth of 

Linde India Technology Centre has been the manufacturing sector. The Board 

brought on stream with the aim to augment Members of Linde India including Mr. Sanjiv 

growth through Application Sales and offer Lamba, Chairman (Non Executive), Mr. Jyotin 

solutions for the wide array of welding Mehta, Mr. Arun Balakrishnan and Mr. Aditya 

procedures used in India. Conceptualized as Narayan, Independent Directors (Non 

a permanent exhibition centre, this state-of- Executive), Ms. Desiree Co Bacher, Director 

the-art Technology Centre not only displays (Non Executive) and  Mr. Moloy Banerjee, 

the products and services offered by Linde Head, South Asia attended the ceremony. 

India but is also equipped to conduct product 
The evening kick started with a formal walk trials and demos for customers. Our 
through of the Technology Centre by the Technology Centre is housed within the 
invitees which proved to be the main Fronius campus at Pune.  
attraction of the evening. The five demo 

Fronius is a forerunner in welding technology, booths set up across the Centre, displayed 

known worldwide for their leading technology our key offerings– the first and the second 

in robot welding and arc welding. Its booth consisting of the robotic arm for welding 

advanced Technical Support Centre at Pune and the unique Arc projector respectively, 

is set for trials of its own range of welding helped to visually demonstrate the welding 

equipment and development of customized parameters and the impact of shielding gases 

welding solutions. The lucrative collaboration on weld quality. Additionally, the data logging 

between Linde India Ltd. and Fronius India booth focused on displaying live weld cost 

Ltd. is further strengthened by the strong benefits to the audience, the automotive 

customer base held by Fronius in the product service offering booth showcased 

manufacturing industries like auto, ship- Linde's offerings to the automotive industry 

building etc. and finally the supply solutions booth 

consisting of some of the key modes of supply 
The inauguration ceremony of Linde India for Linde – cylinders (of all types), Manifold 

Linde India Board members (left to right) Mr. Aditya Narayan, Mr. Arun Balakrishnan and Mr Jyotin Mehta

Customer interaction

Fascinating Gases Fascinating Gases

Continued on next page

“Technology for Linde serves 3 purposes – safety, quality and sustainability.
This enables us to operate in a safe environment, offering quality solutions
that are sustainable over a long term. We provide solutions that create
opportunity and value for you to move forward."  
Mr Sanjiv Lamba, Chairman (Non-Executive), Linde India Limited 
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Mr. Vinayak Kembhavi and Mr Rajiv Savarkar unveil the miniature car model, which highlights the crucial applications used in 

automotive industries

Representation of welding parameters by the Arc projector Queries on cost effectiveness answered at the Data 

Logging Booth

A display of supply options by Linde - (from left to right)
®Portable Cryogenic Container, Manifold Cylinder Palette & Genie

cylinders (in 3 X 5 array connected with a stressed that LITC is put up for making Linde's 

manifold), Portable Cryogenic Containers (a customers more successful in their business. 

gas delivery system that ensures the purity of He further described the evolution of Linde’s 

product while allowing both liquid and gas application solutions over many decades and 
® how these solutions have been implemented, withdrawal facility) and Genie  (a portable, 

stepwise at Indian customers’ end. Elaborating mobile and user-friendly gas package for small 

on the applications used in key segments, he volume gas users). 
The number of enquiries at our query resolution said: “We are here to build partnership, focus 
cell (manned by our local Sales & Marketing on customer value and support our customers. 
team) revolving around the display of the Our Product Service Offering includes over 100 
booths was the measure of its success. The proven solutions for manufacturing industries, 
interaction with customers ranged from queries metal & glass, chemistry & energy, food & 
around application related welding procedures, beverage and oil & gas. A glimpse of our 
including role of tri-mixed gases for robot success story in India includes the installations 

® ®welding to cost benefits and weld quality of REBOX  in steel reheating, CRYOFLEX  for 
improvement offered by Linde branded sub-zero treatment of metals, Oxyfuel Solutions 
shielding gases.  for reduction of fuel and greenhouse gases in 
 ®

various industries, use of CORGON  and other 

designed shielding gases to save costs and “This Technology Centre aims at providing 
improve quality in welding,  and many more.” In world class services on a sustainable basis, by 
the same vein, Mr. Udit Banerjee, Customer leveraging on our expertise in safety and 
Segment Manager - Manufacturing Industries application technology”. The opening speech by 

Dr. Joachim von Schéele, Head of Application 

Sales, set the tone for the evening as he 

took the audience through the genesis of the 

Technology centre and  

highlighted our strengths to serve the BMW, Tata Motors and Ashok Leyland; followed 

customers in sectors like Automotive, by arc welding of stainless steel and aluminium 

Construction, Engineering, Yellow Goods, in automotive industries and general 

Shipbuilding, and others. engineering like Faurecia, Tenneco and 

Teksons that require welds of highest quality 
Our application technology for the welding, ® with minimum defects. Linde’s LASERLINE
fabrication, cutting and heat treatment 

solutions and the supply of high quality lasing 
segments have played a crucial role in our 

and assist gas is the answer to the precise and 
success and we are proud to state that our 

superior quality cutting required during laser 
®

Linde branded shielding gas - CORGON  has cutting and welding. Further quality 
been providing sustainable weld quality and improvement discussed for automotive 
cost improvement to the automobile industry on industries included solutions such as 
a continued basis.  Mr. Vinayak Kembhavi, the ®CRYOFLEX  (aids in sub-zero processing of 
Head of Sales & Marketing, spoke at length on 

metals that can improve mechanical properties 
the key application areas in the automobile 

e.g. hardness, wear resistance and dimensional 
industry and brought the same applications to ®stability of steels), SINTERFLEX  (helps to 
light by unveiling a miniature metallic model of a 

successfully control the challenging carbon 
car body together with Mr. Rajiv Savarkar, 

potential in the sintering process) and 
Director, Badve Autocomps Pvt. Ltd. ®CRYOCLEAN  (environmentally friendly, quick The a gist of the various applications 

and cost effective method for cleaning metals highlighted by Mr. Kembhavi were arc welding 
and plastics by the use of dry ice pellets or of carbon steel using Linde’s portfolio of 
snow).shielding gases for MIG and TIG welding of 

these steels by majors like Volkswagen, Ford, 

Dr. Joachim von Schéele addressing the audience

Inauguration ceremony of Linde India Technology Centre Inauguration ceremony of Linde India Technology Centre
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 Customer Focus.

Mr. Sanjiv Lamba engaging with the audience regarding the technology and customer experience offered by Linde

Stressing on technology and customer focus as the top ten countries that is moving forward in 

the key differentiators for Linde, Mr Sanjiv this global project as the light house project 

Lamba explained how technology is in our three called the customer experience project. In the 

DNA and added, “Technology for Linde serves 3 customer experience project we actively look 

purposes – safety, quality and sustainability. for your feedback but more importantly, we do 

This enables us to operate in a safe something with it. Getting feedback is easy, 

environment, offering quality solutions that are doing something with the feedback to close the 

sustainable over a long term. We provide loop and make sure that we are doing whatever 

solutions that create opportunity and value for is required to be able to provide a service  and 

you to move forward. Seeing your affirmations experience that is even better going forward” 

today, we will continue to bring these said Mr. Lamba. 

technological offerings to you quicker and 

enhance our frame work so that we have more 

to offer to you.”

Reiterating that customer is in the centre of all 

that we do, Mr Lamba introduced the customer 

experience program at Linde which aims at 

ease of doing business and establishing a 

robust query resolution process. “we have 

launched a global project and I am very pleased 

to say that India has been nominated as one of 

Linde Healthcare extends footprints in Karnataka and Odisha.

An open house session dedicated to the Voice technology. “Our journey with Linde India began 

Of Customer was also held, to gather the views in 2011. Linde has played an instrumental role 

and thoughts of our customers. This exciting in improving the quality of our products. We 

and interactive session saw Mr. K. Manikandan, have been collaborating with Linde and thanks 

GM-Supplier Quality, Ashok Leyland, Mr. Abhay to their technology, we  have been able to 

Bhargava, VP-Corporate Sourcing, Thermax reduce our melting defects by almost 50%. 

Limited, Mr. M. Viswanathan, Director- Business Further, this technology centre is a good 

Development & Materials Management, initiative and we intend to visit it often and bring 

Thyssenkrupp Industries India Pvt. Ltd. and Mr. our vendors along to train them“, said Mr. 

S.C Suneja, CEO, JBM Group speak about Manikandan. 

their interaction with Linde India and also 

expressed their positive views on our focus on 

Voice Of Customer.

Inauguration ceremony of Linde India Technology Centre Inauguration ceremony of Linde India Technology Centre

Mr. M. Viswanathan, Director- Business Development & 
Materials Management, Thyssenkrupp Industries India Pvt. Ltd

Mr. S.C Suneja, CEO, JBM Group 

Mr. K. Manikandan
GM-Supplier, Quality, Ashok Leyland

Mr. Abhay Bhargava
VP-Corporate, Sourcing, Thermax Limited
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The evening commenced with a cocktail dinner which was a lovely opportunity for the Senior 

Leadership Team of Linde India to interact with our esteemed customers to understand their 

concerns and assure them of improved measures from Linde to remain as our suppliers’ preferred 

end-to-end solution provider.

Linde India extends its supply options –
launches Portable Cryogenic Containers.

Understanding the various supply 

requirements of its customers, Linde India has 

recently launched its flexible and tailored 

solution – Portable Cryogenic Container 

(PCC) at its units in Bengaluru, Chennai, 

Pune and Bhiwadi. A Portable Cryogenic 

Container or PCC is a standardized and 

regulatory compliant gas delivery system that 

reduces the handling and management of 

package gas products by customers wherever 

possible. The provision of liquid and gas 

supply solution in a PCC is available as per 

customer’s applications (purity, volume, flow 

and pressure). Available for pure gases like 

Oxygen, Nitrogen and Argon; a PCC is 

equivalent to 20 cylinders* (approximately) – 

offering an opportunity to improve productivity 

and reduce space for inventory, thereby 

increasing the work area. It is ideal for 

customers with gas consumption up to 3000 

cu. m per month.

To know more about the Portable

Cryogenic Container, kindly contact 

your local sales team or reach out to 

our centralized Customer Service 

Centre (CSC) at 1800 3456789 (toll 

free) or customercare.lg.in@linde.com

At Linde India, we offer advanced delivery 

options for the supply of PCCs on a full for 

empty basis. PCCs can be delivered by the 

Palletized Delivery Vehicle (PDV) or the Crane 

Mounted Vehicle (CMV) and easily unloaded 

by forklift or crane as at customer premises, 

further reducing manual handling. PCCs are 

also provided with castor wheels for improved 

portability.

Inauguration ceremony of Linde India Technology Centre Launches Portable Cryogenic Containers

* Cylinders filled at 150 bar 



Expanding footprints.

Linde India's packaged gases filling plant at Dahej, Gujarat.

Commissioning of packaged gases filling site at Gujarat.

Linde India has commenced cylinder filling important industrial zones in the vicinity of 

operation in its packaged gases filling site Dahej are Baroda, Ankleshwar, Surat and 

located at Dahej, Gujarat in the month of Feb Hazira that host major Chemical, Petrochemi-

2015. Spread across an area of 8,000 sq. mtrs. cal, Pharma, Ship-building/ breaking, Auto 

(approx.), the state of the art filling site is ancillaries, Construction & General Fabrication, 

equipped for advanced high pressure cylinder Yellow goods companies and Laser Job shops. 

filling at 230 bar with a combined capacity of Dahej is also a part of Delhi Mumbai Industrial 

4000 cylinders a day. With an integrated Linde's Corridor (DMIC), a $100 billon Infrastructure 

Air Separation Unit as its neighbour, the project partnered and collaborated by 

packaged gases filling site has the facility to fill Government of India and Japan.

Industrial Oxygen, Medical Grade Oxygen (IP 
With the packaged gases filling site in 2014), Nitrogen, Carbon Dioxide, Industrial 
operation, Linde is well placed to offer its Argon and various other Linde branded 
portfolio of various packaged gases and allied shielding gases. This is the first such leading 
solutions to these multiple industry segments in facility in the state of Gujrat, the fastest growing 
Dahej. Our range of safe and quality products state in India.
confirming to global standards further help to 

Dahej is a fast developing Petro-Chemical, enhance the productivity for our customers in 

Pharma, R&D and Chemical hub in India. As a their respective business segments; making us 

prominent port on the South-west coast of a reliable partner in sustainable development 

Gujarat, it has a growing ship-building industry and profitable growth of business.

with majors like ABG Shipyard Ltd. Some of the 
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New medical oxygen filling facility at Siliguri, West Bengal.

Dr. Naresh Trehan

Healthcare. 
New medical oxygen filling facility opens in West Bengal.

On 2 March 2015, Linde India opened its first up the new facility was to better serve 

dedicated medical oxygen filling facility for customers in and around North Bengal. 

healthcare in Siliguri, West Bengal. The Additionally, this site would also be able to 

facility was inaugurated by Mr Moloy cater to a wide market in North Bengal like 

Banerjee, Cluster Head, South Asia and Dr Coochbehar, Raiganj and Alipurduar.

Biswarup Ghosh, Head of Healthcare amidst 
In his address to the customers, Mr Banerjee an eminent presence of senior members from 
reaffirmed Linde's policy of zero incidents and Linde India. Located in one of the fastest 
highlighted that the focus will continue to be developing cities in West Bengal, the site is 
on delivering quality to customers without approximately 12 kms from the city centre. 
compromising on safety and reliability. The The facility is designed to fill medical oxygen 
site's state-of-the-art Indian Pharmacopeia cylinders of various sizes – 5, 10 and 47 litres 
(testing) lab stands for the best in Linde – at a pressure of 150 bar.
standards for pure and safe supply of 

The opening ceremony was followed by a compressed medical oxygen. Further, setting 

customer event held later in the evening to up a plant in the fourth largest city in West 

provide networking opportunities for the Linde Bengal would help in expanding footprints and 

team and the customers. In his opening building on brand visibility.

speech, Dr Ghosh expressed the idea to set-

14 Fascinating GasesCommissioning of packaged gases filling site at Gujarat

Jayesh Sadhwani, Cluster Head, Marketing, Linde, South Asia.

"Earlier, the demands of Gujarat were met from our plant at 
Taloja near Mumbai. The new plant will give us cost benefit. 
Our growth opportunity will be driven by the fabricators, 
automotive, steel, medical sectors, ship-building/ breaking, 
pharmaceuticals, chemicals and metals sectors' presence 
within 150 km radius of our plant,”  



Corporate citizenship.
Reaching out to the society.

Keeping up its commitment towards the socially mission of this NGO is not only limited to 

and physically disadvantaged segments of the providing a home for these children to stay but 

society, Linde India has undertaken many educate and develop etiquettes for overall 

corporate responsibility initiatives. Here is an growth of the underprivileged. The Bellary team 

overview of the recent ones: handed over the donation cheque of INR 

500,000 to the Principal of Reaching Hand.
Aid for disaster relief

Further, a cheque donation of INR 1.65 million 

was made to the Head of Tara. Tara is a non-In the wake of the unprecedented flooding and 
profit organization working for the betterment of landslides in Jammu and Kashmir, all the 
the community with a specific focus on women employees of Linde India did their part for the 
and less privileged. It develops innovations disaster relief by contributing a day of their 
such as water purification to provide safe salaries to the Prime Minister's Office . A 
drinking water to impoverished communities.cheque for INR 636,280 was presented by 

Linde to the Prime Minister's Office. The 

contributions would go towards rescue, 
Blood donation camp

recovery and rebuilding efforts.

A voluntary blood donation drive was held at the 

corporate office of Linde India, Kolkata, Donation to charities
organized by the in-house, Indoxco Club in 

partnership with Lions Blood Bank. The yearly Linde India has taken the initiative to join hands 
event saw a total of 138 employees and with Reaching Hand – a Bengaluru based 
contractor come forward to donate blood.rehabilitation shelter for destitute children. The 

Focus on safety

Write to the MD.

For any feedback, suggestions or matters of
concern, please send an e-mail to our
Managing Director directly.

Email: md.lg.in@linde.com

Editorial Co-ordination:    Sonia Maria Scolt, Natasha Das

Design Production:          Decalogue Communications (P) Ltd
Editorial Team
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Linde India Limited

(Formerly BOC Limited)

Oxygen House, P43 Taratala Road, Kolkata 70 088, India

Phone +91 33 6602 1600, Fax +91 33 2401 4206

Customer service centre (toll free) 1800 3456789 or

Email: customercare.lg.in@linde.com

www.linde.in


